
The Baker's Tale

No record has been found of a baptism for Thomas but it is known that he was executor of his 

father's will and like him was a baker. He married Elizabeth Judd on 15 May 1694 at Barkby, 

Leicestershire. Thomas made a will dated 20 July 1714 and died over a year later, in February 

1715 (OS). In his will he left twenty shillings each to his children Elizabeth, John, Mary, 

Rebeckah, Sarah and George but Thomas, the eldest son, only received one shilling, no 

explanation is given but perhaps he was to take over the bakery business. Everything else was 

left to his wife Elizabeth who was the sole executrix. The estate was valued at £24 12s 1d, worth 

about £1890 today. The inventory appended to the will gives a good idea of the house where 

Thomas and family lived as well as what it contained. In one room described as 'in the house' 

were 'tabel, pewter and brass a dresser clock and chairs' also 'fierirons and hooks'. In the parlour 

'one bed and beding linnen, coffers, chairs and tabel' are listed. In the chamber over the parlour 

were 'beds and beding coffers and pease'. The chamber over the house contained 'a mill and 

meal and wheels'. In the bakehouse were 'a dresser, panniers, trof, tubs and barrels and close 

chiespress and copper'. The chamber over the bakehouse had only 'some corn and old things'. 

There was also a barn containing hay and in the yard were 'two cows and a heifer, a mare and a 

pig together with some goss (geese) and a cart'. There was also 'corn in the field and eight 

sheep'. Personal items were accounted for by 'his purse and apparrill' and the catch all 'things 

unseen and forgotten'. This gives the impression of the family with seven surviving children 

ranging in age from 23 to 2 living in a two up two down house but with one of the downstairs 

rooms being used as a bedroom while one of the bedrooms was used to mill grain by hand. The 

two storey bakehouse was used for baking and contained not only tools of the trade but also a 

cheese press and a copper presumeably for heating water. Not only was Thomas a baker but also 

had a smallholding with cows for milk, pig, sheep and geese together with a field in which he 

grew corn. Transport was provided by a horse and cart. The family were in fact relatively well 

off; the living room contained table chairs and a dresser but also pewter and brass objects as 

well as fireirons and perhaps the luxury technology of a clock. This could have been a longcase 

clock but more likely a bracket (table) clock or a wall clock. The clock would be set by 

reference to a sundail and would be set to local time. A standard national time was introduced 

when the railways were used to take standard (GMT) time to towns and cities around the country 

from London.


